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Couple this high inventory
with the "doom and gloom" of
the national media, and Qua"d"Citians might get the wrong
impression of the local market,
she says. Much of the decline
in property values is in Florida
and Arizona where investors
bought homes for speculation,
she says. "We aren't having a
decline in value," Ruhl
explains. In fact, CNN/Money
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3. Consider buying and
offering a home rvarranty
This is like an insurance policy for the buyer. If something
Magazine predicts a 2.3 percent comes up after the sale within
appreciation in the Davenport ayear, the warranty wilI help
metropolitan statistical area pay for the problem.
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(such as the need for new carpet, for example). But if it's not
priced right, then price
becomes the issue," she says.

Your real estate

agent

should help you set the price
by looking at similar properties and suggesting a high, low
or middle ground, Sparks says.

The more expensive your
home is to begin with, the
more in terms of dollars you
may have to reduce your price.
"You have to reduce your price

enough to catch the eye of a
buyer in the price range lower
than yours," she says.
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look Iike a new
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go

through
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boxes and have people
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Clearing clutter makes a

home look more
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cious, especially closets.

Sparks adds that
personal things need
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buyer see the space and
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Faith can move ... homes?
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When

it

comes

to

selling

homes, many people turn to St.
Joseph.

The tradition

of burying

a

St. Joseph statue in your yard

to sell your house more
quickly has been around for

Iong time, according

a

to a

recent story in The Washington Post. Some say it dates to

an order of European religious sisters in the Middle
Ages who sought help in get-

panying instructions, he says.
The key is not so much the
The kit sells for $6.95, and burying, which might be conalthough Gould declines to say sidered hocus-pocus, but the
exactly how many he sells prayer that goes with it. As
a
each week, he says it is "a lot" card with the statue kit says,
and that demand is constant one must ask St. Joseph for his
year-round, with a peak in help and belieue and.
trust that
summer when more people are he will.
trying to seli.
Of course, for this practice to
Sometimes homeowners wiII be "fully effective,"
as the card
come in; sometimes a real in the kit warns, would-be
sellestate agent will buy statues on ers
must first complete all necbehalf of customers, he says. essary fix-up, properly
stage
"It's pretty amazing," he adds. the home
and adjust the price
Although there are different to reflect true
market value.
stories about how to bury the
Bonnie Sparks, of Mel Fosstatue
front yard, rear yard, ter Co., says she
buried a
upside down, rightside up, statue years
ago at the request
exactly 12 inches deep etc.
of a client whose home

ting land for a convent. Others
say it started in the late 1800s
with a Montreal order of religious brothers who wanted a
the main thing for Gould -is
new chapel, the Post says.
simply to bury the statue some
Mark Gould, owner of the place and then dig it back
up
Religious Supply Cente4 Dav- when you sell your
house, and
enport, says he's been doing a display it in a place
of honor in
brisk business in St. Joseph your new house as thanks.
statues since he began workGould said he "became a

had sat

on the market for a long time
and was vacant.
"I had to bury it upside
down in the front lefthand corner of the yard as you faced

the house. But so help me,
within
two weeks of that, the
believer" when he gave a
house
sold.
Of course we also
statue to a friend some years
did some other things like
about that same time when a back and his friend sold
his
marketing-sawy company put house the next day Gould has reduce the price."
together a kit containing a 3%- used it for his own home, too.
Alma Gaul can be contacled at (563)
ingfor the store about

20 years
ago. The practice got a boost

inch plastic statue and accom-

Did it work? "You bet," he says.

383-2324 ot agaul

@

qctimes.com.

